Game – Treasure Hunt

1. Introduction
This game is aimed at unlocking the adventurous spirit, intuition and logical thinking. Among its
key benefits is that it is developing the imagination and creativity, the drive to be always on the
look for something new, to discover amazing things all around. It is an example of an activity that
could be done in smaller as well as in larger groups, involving all family members.
2. Target Group
Families, children, friends
3.

Key Words
-

4.

treasure hunt/ treasure map
logical thinking / reasoning
intuition
finding the treasure
challenges
adventure
team spirit
creativity
imagination
Purpose of the game
Each group of participants receive a map to get to the treasure. Along the way there are different
phases and challenges that need to be overcome in order to get to the treasure. The map is there
to guide the particpant and show them the right direction. However, they will need to be alert,
creative, mindful and intuitive all of the time in order to overcome each challenge.

5.

Indoor or Outdoor Game?
The game can be done indoor as well as outdoor.

6.

Specific reason why this game has been developed

The game offers a nice alternative for family gatherings and can involve all family members. It is
designed in such a way as to develop creativity and imagination, logical thinking and intuition.

7.

Materials
-

8.

Printed maps for the treasure
Cards and puzzles
Other tools depending on the selected theme
Description & Instruction
Description of the stage
1st step: Defining the teams
2nd step: Each group of
participants should receive a map
or some guide to the treasure
3rd step: Depending on the
theme there will be different
stages. Each stage will involve
challenges that the participants
need to overcome in order to
pass to the next stage.
4th step: In the end, after
completing all of the stages and
overcoming all of the challenges
the team should be able to find
out the treasure.

Instruction
Participants need to split up and form teams
This material gives an initial direction to the
teams to know how many phases are
involved and what to expect
Each stage involves different challenges. The
challenges consist of puzzles, quizes and
other logical exercises that involve analytical
thinking and reasoning.
The team that finds the treasure first is the
winning team.

Some tips and hints to organise an unforgettable 'Treasure Hunt' experience for the whole family:


Select a theme
When selecting the theme, try to link it to the participants interests and to what they are fun of.
Some examples are: Pirates, Archeology/Indiana Jones, Ancient Egypt, African/jungle, Carnival,
Camping, Princesses, Fairies, Mystery, Topical events, Games and TV shows, Storylines, etc.
A good choice of theme adds an extra fun element for the game.



Plan your route
Key locations, central squares, that massive tree in the park, the slide at the playground, the
hammock in someone’s backyard, a favourite neighbour who might ask the group to do 20
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jumps before handing over the clue. Make sure the participants can get to each clue within about
10-15 minutes or so of walking, so that they keep on being entertained and don't lose patience.


Make up the clues and hide them
The clues have to be related to the selected theme, give a reasonable amount of hint (not too
much but enough, so that it helps to give some direction to the particpants). Also, the clues need
to be in a sequential order, so that they resemble the story and lead to the treasure. Last but not
least, try to come up with smart hiding places for the clues 



Give yourself lots of time to plan
Sometimes you will need more time than expected in order to plan all the route and clues, so
take this into account and plan in advance.



Get some helpers
In order for the game to be successful you will need some cooperation. Talk with your
neighbours, other common friends and families, so that they are aware and get into the game as
well. The more people are involved, the more thay can provide and the more interesting it might
get.



Set it up carefully
Make sure that no one is watching you while you hide the clues. You might be forced to do some
extra planning in order to avoid the participants of the game seeing the spots where you will hide
the clues.



Prepare some back-ups
Take into account the weather conditions and have an alternative route in order to be able to
make last minute changes. Also, print more copies of each clue, so that you are well prepared in
case it gets lost before the group finds it.



Add in some random rewards to keep things interesting
Set some small rewards along the way to keep the participants energised and involved. It could
be something to bite as candies, or a refreshing drink such as a cup of water or juice.



Monitor the game
As an organiser of the game you have to make sure you can monitor it along the whole way till
the end. Someone might need assistance, extra guidance or just another glass of water 
And don't forget to have fun!

9.

Results of the game
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The game has numerous benefits for the participants as a result. Firstly, it develops logical and
analytical thinking, intuition, creativity and imagination. Secondly, it helps to bring people
together and closer as it requires team spirit and close collaboration. Last but not least, it
provides an excellent alternative to food family gathering where the focus is not on the meals,
but on spending quality time together in a nice and meaningful experience.

10. Queries & Consideration
Fortunately, there are numerous of alternatives for spending quality family time, not focusing on
food solely. Apart from the well-know sport activities such as hiking, walking, running and biking,
the game «Find the treasure»/ «Escape room» offers superior experinces in terms of developing
one's thinking and reasoning capabilities.

11.

Conclusions
Considering this game as part of spending time with family and friends is an excellent choice due
to its useful benefits. Apart from the personal benefits in terms of developing creativity, intuition,
logical thinking and imagination, it unites people, brings them together and closer to each other
as it requires collaboration and support from each participant.
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